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n one respect you will probably find this paper rather
unlike other papers being read at ISEA95: I shall not
be speaking about recent technological developments. I would
like to outline an aesthetical phenomenon arising from the union
of two disparate musical media within the field of ‘high-art*
music: electroacoustic technology and folk instrumentsThis paper is a companion to the performance of music for charango
and tape on Tuesday evening at the Pollack Hall. Attendance to
that performance is necessary for full comprehension of the ideas
which I shall be developing. However, it is not my aim to offer
a programme note to that performance, nor do I intend to bore
you with a technical analysis of the pieces concerned. Rather,
my intention is to discuss the aesthetical background which gave
rise to the composition of that repertoire.
By way of preamble, I shall take a detour which in due
course will bring me back to my central topic.
Those familiar with Aldous Huxley’s final book, Literature and Science, will remember the distinction between the
two worlds referred to in the title. The man of letters, Huxley
reflects, ‘accepts the uniqueness of events...the radical incomprehensibility of existence’] and ‘addresses himself to the paradoxical task of rendering the randomness and shapelessness of
individual experience in highly organised and meaningful works
of art.‘* The scientist, on the other hand,
is the inhabitant of a radically d@erent universe -not the
world of given appearances but the world of infenzdjine
structures, not the experienced world of unique events and
diverse qualities, but the world of quantified regularities.J
Huxley goes on to explain the different approaches to language by the scientist and by the man of letters. It is when discussing language that Huxley’ argument fully comes into its
own, reaching impressive depths of clarity, acumen and penetration. It is also then, sadly, that his discourse stops being directly applicable to a music-related debate. The reason why I
refer to it nonetheless is that I am yet to encounter a clearer
summation of the difference between the scientific and the artistic outlook. Far from implying an irreconcilable opposition,
Huxley highlights the interdependence between the two. I quote:
The sciences of life have need of the artist’s intuitiorrs and
conversely, the artist has need of all that the sciences can offer
hint in the way of new materials on which to exercise his
creative powers.*
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Albeit in obvious needof updating- not least in the areaof
terminology - Huxley’s thoughts remain essentially relevant.
For instancehis assertionthat, whetherwe like it or not, we live
in the Age of Science,is now as true as ever, except that, in the
culture of the late twentieth century, scienceand technologyare
bound up in an indissolublepartnership.To what extentthe same
is true of art and technology is an issuewe are all hereto examine. Nonetheless,it is probably safe to say, without being too
contentious,that the answeris: to a much lesserextent.Art and
technology may have formed a recent alliance, but in the case
of music this alliance is not wholeheartedly supportedby the
majority of music practitioners. The reasonslie along the path
of Huxley’s reasoning. If it is true that we live in the Age of
Science,and that scienceand technology are now inextricably
bound up together,it is obvious that the arts occupy a marginal
position. To circumscribe the debateto music, let us recognize
that, unlike ancient Greece or that Utopian land describedin
Herman Hesse’s The Gluss Bead GameS, our societies treat
music as a minority interest.6As a profession,music must do as
all minorities: struggle to assertitself, in this caseagainst the
prevailing wave of scientific and technological advance.The
suggestionthat, rather than struggle, music shouldjoin forces
with science and technology and strive together towards now
unified aims is a thought which holds great appeal in certain
enlightened and progressive circles, but definitely not in the
majority of enlightened and progressivecircles within the musical world. A strong body of opinion would regard the prospect of such a partnershipas a form of capitulation, of betrayal
of what music should be about. Should we dismiss thesesceptics, branding them as reactionary and backward-looking?Or
should we, as supporters and practitioners of electroacoustic
music, take account of their reservations?

Huxley’s anxiety, and the anxiety of today’s sceptics, is
centredon alienation,on not recognizing in technology’s offerings one’s beliefs as to what the world or, in our case, music
ought to be. This anxiety stems from the desire to keep at least
some areasof human life free from the intrusion of automated
gadgets.For the musical techno-sceptics,obviously, music is
one such area.
For us, convertsor born believers,the so-called alienation
may be a figment of ill-informed imaginations, yet such possibility doesnot exemptus from addressinga real issue.The alienation is there and the sceptics,whether right or wrong, are legion. Their attitude to what we do affects the scopeof our work,
in a practical way when the scepticsare in positions of power to
grant or withhold opportunitiesand in an artistic way when our
audiencesdwindle to a handful of friends. Can we do anything
to eradicate,or at least to reduce the sceptics’indifference to
our work?
Those of you who have attendedpresentationsby composersbefore must have been waiting for the inevitable moment when the composerbeginsto talk about himself. Today is
no exceptionand I must reveal myself in my true colours. I am
a composerand, alas, I am a techno-sceptic.As a child of the
1960sI grew up steepedin Huxley and Hesse,and I sharevirtually all the reservationsI paraphrasedearlier. I converted in the
mid-eighties, while embarked on research at London’s City
University, and have renegedmany times since. My relationship with technology is one of love and hate.

This autobiographicaloutburst is only relevant in one respect: the steps which I took, upon conversion, to addressmy
own particular brand of alienation, has produced a certain type
When the scepticismcomesfrom indisputably enlightened of music which, judged againstthe context of computer music
sources,it is indeed rather hard to dismiss. Huxley himself, in as we know it, can throw a useful light on the vexed issueof the
spite of being one of the greatestpolymathsof our century,pro- role of technology in composition.
vides an early example of mistrust of technology-baseddevelopment in his novel Brave New World. Written in 1932, this
May I provide a few more autobiographical details, only
book already contains some of the basic critique that is com- the minimum required to frame this discussion.As a native of
mon currency today among the musical techno-sceptics.Where Bolivia, I first enteredthe world of music through the channel
music is private and intimate,technologyde-personalises.
Where of folk music, of the kind now known in the international cirmusic belongsto anyone,rich or poor, technologyrelies on capi- cuit as ‘Andean’music. The soundscapeI inhabited as a child
tal for production, marketing and acquisitionby the user.Where was primarily rural or small-town, and the first instrument I
music speaksof struggle and humanpassions,technology aims performed on was the charango.As a vocation for music asat creating ease,comfort and possibly an ultimate numbnessof serteditselfin my mind. it seemednaturalto progressinto higher
the spirit. Where music demandsmastery of complex, subtle, spheres,into studying classical and then contemporarymusic.
ages-old,painstakingly acquiredskills, technology reducesev- A concomitantdevelopment,the adoptionof classicalEuropean
erything to the push of a button or the turn of a knob. Where the instruments,aroseas a necessitywhich I did not then query.
tools of music are finely wrought, classical-looking wooden or
brassinstrumentswhich the playercaresseswith loving elegance,
The folk instruments which first awakened my musical
technologydisplaysunsightly cubesandparallelepipedsof taste- interestwere and still are limited in range, very sensitiveto cliless alloy metal. And, above all, where music speaksto us with mactic changes,mostly poorly constructed and therefore usuthe voice of those instrumentshistory hasconsecrated,technol- ally out of tune. Few players have reacheda standardof techniogy introduces,at best,all mannerof anonymousthuds,whistles cal proficiency and versatility comparable,say,to a professional
and clanks, and, at worst, cheap sampledor synthesizedcopies pianist.The vast majority amongsuch playersare unableto read
of soundswhich real instrumentswould play better.
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music, since it is in the nature of their practice to transmit their
repertoire orally. Above all, the greatest restriction with folk
instruments is the fact that they are not internationally available. It is the universality of classical instrumentsthat makesit
so natural for a composerof any backgroundto embracethem.
Pianos, string quartets, new music ensemblesand symphony
orchestrasare legal fender almost the world over. Charangos,
quenas,panpipes,tarkhasand suchlike are common around the
Andes only. If one’s music is to haveanything more than a local
audience,if it is to be judged and, with any luck, acceptedas a
contribution to the great and ongoing classical tradition, there
is no querying one fact: it must be available for the legal tender
of classical Europeaninstruments.

’

Another example of a similar kind of conversion can by
found in Stravinsky’s short opera Renard, in which the composer imagined the sound of a Russian guzla to lend a certain
colour to the orchestra,in keeping with the folk-tale origin of
the libretto. Given the minimal chancesof recruiting guzla players in the internationalcircuit, Stravinsky settled for the closest
resemblancehe could find: a cymbalom, still exotic, much more
widely available. More recently, the Japanesecomposer Toru
Takemitsu brought in a biwa and a shakuhachi to play in a
soloistic capacity in the midst of a symphony orchestrafor his
work NovemberSteps.

All the above examples represent efforts to addressthe
alienation I was discussing earlier. In Alb4niz.s Asturius, the
The need to adapt for Europeaninstrumentsone’s musi- alien is absent but evoked. In Stravinsky’s Renurd, the alien
cian thinking originally shapedwithin the environmentof folk finds a deputyin the form of a lessalien substitute.In Takemitsu’s
ensemblesis by no means necessarilya harmful imposition. November Steps, the aliens are actually presenton the concert
Personally I have derived immense pleasure from the search platform, exotic visitors partaking of a ritual in which they by
for ways of recreatingeffects or texturesfrom one medium with tradition do not belong. Needlessto say, a situation of this kind
the other. Instrumental piecesof mine such as Pbjuro negro or merely exacerbatesthe ahenness,highlighting the differences
Danza de la lonzaare riddled with examplesof this quest.Take, betweentwo musical traditions.
for example, a passagefrom Dunzu de la loma in which the
Technology,of course,opens up a new kind of universaltrumpets burst into a hectic figuration in accompanimentto a
ity whereby to a growing extent one can expect to find similar
shrill melody on woodwind.
or equivalent configurations in distant parts of the globe. Take
the simplest possible configuration for an electroacousticperEXAMPLE 1 @AT) Danza de la loma letter M
The origin of this is, perhapsimplausibly, in a pattern of formance: for instance,a sound system,a mixer, a DAT player,
possibly live musiciansand their microphones.This equipment
charangostrumming in Bolivian music:
is quite likely to be available in almost every city where a pubEXAMPLE 2 (LIVE) charango strumming
To pick anotherexample from the samepiece, a combina- lic concert might plausibly take place. In extreme cases,even
tion of instruments blown through superimposedto nor- the DAT player and the microphonescan be dispensedwith.
mal playing in the wind section produces the following
Needlessto say, not all electroacousticmusic can be pereffect:
formed with such a-simpleconfiguration, but there is a signifiEXAMPLE 3 @AT) Danza de la loma letter 0
This was one of my attemptsto reproduceorchestrallythe cant body of work which can. It is quite plain that, from the
breathy sound of Andean panpipes.I suspectthat no illus- viewpoint of universal availability, some types of music techtration is neededfor a sound which you are, do doubt, fa- nology are well on their way to matching classical instruments.
miliar thanks to the ubiquitous South American itinerant
buskers.
Since Stockhausen’sKontakte, the idea of exploring commonalities betweeninstrumentsand technologically generated ‘As theseexamplesshow, the resulting sonority can be far sounds (or, as Stockhausenputs it, ‘the known and the unremoved from the original sound which sparkedoff the idea. known”) hasheld tremendousappealfor composers.Works such
This, in my view, does not mean that the whole exerciseis a as Incenters by Jacob Druckman have explored the possibility
failure. The history of instrumentationis teemingwith instances of realising with an instrumentalensemblesome of the textures .
of cross-fertihsationbetweeninstrumentsand evenacrossfami- commonly associatedwith the electronic music of the 1960s
lies of instruments.The Spanishcomposer Isaac AU&z, for and 1970s.There is somethingheroic about live players locked
example, instituted a piano techniquewhich DebussyandRavel in unequalcontestwith the superior technical force of an elecwere quick to adopt. It consistedin rapidly playing single notes tronic system, whether this is presentas in Kontukte or absent
with alternating hands, a practice obviously derived from the as in Incenters. While exploring points of contact between live
rapid alternation betweenguitar strings in flamenco.The clas- and electroacousticforces, the ethos of thesepieces is still one
sic example of this is Asturius, a piece so guitar-like in texture of distinction - not to say confrontation - and therefore redolent
and in characterthat nowadayswe hear it much more often in of Orwell’s - and Huxley’s in Brave New World - vision ‘of man
guitar arrangementswhich have reclaimed what rightfully be- versusmachine.
longed to the guitar in the first place.
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A perceptible - audible, that is - reconciliation of these
opposites came about in the 198Os,in the wake of the advent
sampling technology. In Britain, the secondhalf of the decade
sparked off a spate of piecesfor various instrumentsand computer-realisedtape, investigating the idea of extending the sonority of the instrument by manipulating samplesof the same
instrument, playing on changing degreesof recognisability. In
this manner, the computer-controlledsampled soundsbecome
literally an extensionof the live instrument.
The aestheticpostulatebehind such exploration is appealing in the extreme. One can trace it back to Borges’sobsession
with the mirror and the othernessof the self, the repetition of
our being somewherein a different dimension, possibly in the
world of dreams,and the ultimate doubt whether reality is the
dream and vice versa. Julio d’Escrivan, composerof a prizewinning piece for flute and tape,8describedthe tape part of this
pie& in unwittingly Borgesian terms: the orher flute. It was
clear in the late 1980sthat a composer,whether techno-sceptical or not, had no better way of exploring this othernessthan by
creatively juxtaposing acousticto electroacousticsound.It was
on realising this fact that I embraced music technology.
Let us now return to the debate on the aliennessof nonWestern European instruments in the environment of intemational music-making. By doing so, we should also be able to
connectthe various contradictionsand oppositionswhich I have
’outlined today.
On one hand, it is clear that against music technology all
acousticinstruments,whetherclassicalor not, constitutea separate class. This shared aliennessengendersa new equality between European and non-European instruments, whereby con-

’ siderations of background and tradition disappearinto virtual
insignificance. On the other hand, the quest for an extended
identity for an acoustic instrument through electroacousticmedia constitutesa way of addressingthe Orwellian dichotomy of
man versus machine, enabling us to bridge this opposition and
to createa sonic world in which man is, momentarily at least,at
piece with the monsters he has created.After all, musical instruments and electroacousticsystemsrepresenttwo different
stagesof music technology, the former being an earlier contribution. Ultimately, they are all gadgetsof which we avail ourselves to explore the mystery human destiny through sounds.
In bringing a folk instrument onto the concert platform
and surrounding it with an electroacousticenvironment which
resembles it and extends it, one is merely enlarging the scope of
the technological communion, incorporating what in evolution-

ary terms representsan even earlier stageof music technology.
If the artistic approach is a convincing one, this can be a way of
putting to good use the inherent cultural statelessnessof new
technology.Whereasthe instrumentis laden with a cultural baggage, new technology is still relatively free. The extreme differencesof cost, craftsmanshipand sonic power betweena rus82

tic instrument and state-of-the art technology are, of course,

potentially comic. It is up to the composer to create a cogent
musical discourse that will enable these two stagesof technological advanceto put eachother in perspectiveand to throw on
one anotherthe salutary light of mutual irony.
Q Agustin Femandez 1995
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